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ABT TT RS-R

THE ABT TT RS-R
FOR MAXIMUM DRIVING ENJOYMENT WITH THE STRONGEST TT
The series 2.5 liter petrol engine in the current Audi TT RS already  
provides an impressive 400 hp (294 kW) and 480 Nm. After optimi-
zation of the motor management by our specialists, the data sheet for 
the sportscar now boasts an impressive 500 hp (368 kW) and 570 Nm. 
This makes the ABT TT RS-R more powerful than any series Audi 
TT that was built up to now. But that is by far not all, because this  
complete vehicle in a limited edition of 50 features a whole range 
of additional visual and performance improvements. To ensure that 
the ABT TT RS-R provides an amazing driving experience, we instal-
led our ABT suspension springs and sports stabilizers bars on front 
and rear axle. In addition the body received high quality add-on 
parts made of visual carbon which make it clear that this is a genuine  
ABT Audi.
 

You will find further information on the following pages or in our video on 
www.abt.digital/TTRSR-Action
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The body highlights of our super sports car with 500 hp inclu-
des the front spoiler, the exclusive front grille frame with a red  
TT RS-R logo, front flics and front blades, side skirt add-ons with 
side blades as well as a multi-part rear skirt add-on with a red 
TT RS-R logo to point out the concentrated power of the German 
sportscar. The stainless steel exhaust system with matt black  
double tailpipe trims ensures that the sound perfectly suits the 
exterior. The matching 20 inch ABT SPORT GR wheels in “glossy 
black” with diamond machined rim flange additionally underscore 
the added power of the coupé.

As a special model, this Quattro also deserves an appropriately  
exclusive sporty styling for the interior from ABT Individual. The  
standard seat panels as well as the side of the dashboard panel get 
a carbon coating. This completes the high quality, sporty appea-
rance of the ABT TT RS-R which is more than ready to make its 
appearance on the road.

All components of our package are also available for the TT RS 
Roadster. Therefore, you don’t need a roof to enjoy all the advan-
tages of an ABT performance and styling improvement

ABT TT RS-R
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ABT TT RS-R

ABT exhaust technology

ABT sport wheels

ABT aerodynamics

ABT suspension

ABT interior

front:    spoiler (carbon fibre), grille insert with TT RS-R logo,
             flics (carbon fibre), blades (carbon fibre)
side:      mirror caps, skirt add on‘s incl. blades (carbon fibre),
             fuel tank cap with TT RS-R logo,
rear:      skirt add on‘s with TT RS-R logo incl. blades (carbon fibre)

SPORT GR20    glossy black / diamond machined flange
                           incl. tyres 255/30 ZR20 

stainless steel exhaust system, dual tail pipes in matt black

suspension springs (optional*)
sport stabilisers (optional*)

partial leathering of front seats, floor mats, steering wheel badge,  
emblem badge and door sill panels each with TT RS-R logo,
gear knob badge, integrated entrance lights, rear tray with TT RS-R logo,
individual leather and carbon fibre interior (optional*)

TT RS-R                                 ABT POWER R

* For detailed information please contact your ABT dealer.

2.5 TFSI                                  368 kW (500 HP), 570 Nm 
top speed                                 300 km/h
acceleration 0-100 km/h           3,4 sec
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